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1 Introduction

The ever-growing next generation Cloud and Communication
Services (CCS) provide dynamic intelligence and play an
increasingly critical role in all aspects of our lives. Following
ubiquitous computing, sensors, e-tags, networking, big data,
wireless communications and cloud services is a road towards
a smart world created on both cyberspaces and real spaces.

“Cloud” is a common metaphor for an Internet accessible
infrastructure (e.g. data storage and computing hardware), which
is hidden from users. Cloud computing makes data truly mobile
and a user can simply access a chosen cloud with any Internet
accessible device. In Cloud Computing, IT-related capabilities
are provided as services, accessible without requiring detailed
knowledge of the underlying technology. Thus, many mature
technologies are used as components in Cloud computing, but
still there are many unresolved and open problems.

Cloud service is a new cross-discipline that covers the
science and technology needed to bridge the gap between
business services and IT/telecommunication services. The
underneath breaking technology suite includes web services
and service-oriented architecture (SOA), cloud computing,
business consulting methodology and utilities, business

process modeling, transformation and integration. The goal
of cloud and services computing is to develop new computing
technology and thereby enable more advanced IT/
telecommunication services to support business services more
efficiently and effectively.

Today’s IT paradigm, computation and communication are
embedded in the environment such that all objects can be
connected and always online. This will greatly facilitate intel-
ligent monitoring and control of different objects. On the other
hand, the vision of all objects connected offers not only the
potential of enable emergent applications that dynamically
adapts to the environments and the contexts of their usage,
but also poses a significant challenge to the collection, storage
and processing of enormous amounts of data. By taking
advantage of virtualized resources, cloud computing services
presents an attractive means to address the challenges while
realizing the potential of cloud and communication services.
The CCS paradigm can be generalized to include mobile
devices, which not only incorporate sophisticated methods
for users to interact with the online world through numerous
applications in their devices, but also are endowed with mul-
tiple sensors that enable them to contribute data as nodes in the
CCS. In this context, mobile cloud services that enable wide-
spread data collection through mobile devices, and collabora-
tive use of mobile devices to enhance existing and realize new
applications are very much of interest. It is anticipated that
such mobile cloud services will enrich social networking
applications, encourage the widespread adoption of
crowdsourcing and crowd sensing, and facilitate ubiquitous
access to multimedia entertainment contents. Integration of
CCS and mobile services on the cloud is expected to efficient-
ly enable e-health, intelligent transportation, and smart power
grids, which form the basis of the future smart society.

Cloud and communication services are paving the way
towards a smart world in which computational intelligence is
distributed throughout the physical environment to provide
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reliable and relevant services to people. This dynamic intelli-
gence will change the computing landscape because it will
enable new breeds of applications and systems to be developed
and the realm of computing possibilities will be significantly
extended. By enhancing everyday objects with intelligence,
many tasks and processes could be simplified, the physical
spaces where people interact like the workplaces and homes,
could become more efficient, safer and more enjoyable.

Despite a wide body of research development effort, en-
suring the communications of cyberspaces and real spaces,
how to merge cloud and communication services remains an
open challenge. This special issue is in response to the in-
creasing convergence between cloud and communication ser-
vices, while different approaches exist, challenges and oppor-
tunities are numerous in this context. The research papers
selected for this special issue represent recent progress in the
field, including works on cloud architectures, mobile comput-
ing, security issues, services computing and modeling, re-
sources management, P2P technologies and applications,
among others. All of these papers not only provide novel ideas
and state-of-the-art techniques in the field, but also stimulate
future research in merging cloud and communication services.

2 Cloud architecture

Service clouds are usually distributed infrastructure, which
deploy communication services in clouds. The scalability is
an important characteristic of service clouds. With the scal-
ability, the service cloud can offer on demand computing
power and storage capacities to different services. The paper
by Yang et al. (2014) entitled “A Cost-Aware Auto-Scaling
Approach using the Workload Prediction in Service Clouds”
presented a novel service cloud architecture and a linear regres-
sion model for predicting the workload. Based on the predicted
workload, an auto-scaling mechanism is proposed to scale
virtual resources at different resource levels in service clouds.
The auto-scaling mechanism combines the real-time scaling
and the pre-scaling. Experimental results are provided to dem-
onstrate that the proposed approach can satisfy users Service
Level Agreement (SLA) while keeping scaling costs low.

Byzantine consensus is a well-known problem in distrib-
uted systems. An important factor that may influence the
performance of Byzantine fault tolerance algorithms is scal-
ability. The paper by Lim et al. (2014) entitled “Scalable and
Leaderless Byzantine Consensus in Cloud Computing Envi-
ronments” presents a scalable and leaderless Byzantine consen-
sus implementation. Unlike conventional distributed systems,
the network topology of cloud computing systems is often not
fully connected, but loosely coupled and layered. The message
complexity of the proposed Byzantine consensus scheme is
relative low. Experimental results and correctness proof show
that the proposed scheme can solve the Byzantine consensus

problem safely in a scalable way without a bottleneck and a
leader in cloud computing environments.

Data centres have become more and more popular for storing
large volumes of data. Companies like Google, Microsoft, Ya-
hoo, and Amazon use data centres for web search, storage, e-
commerce, and large-scale general computations. Building data
centres using commodity TCP/IP and Ethernet networks is still
attractive because of their low cost and ease of use. However,
TCP is easily to suffer a drastic reduction in throughput when
multiple senders communicate with a single receiver in these
networks, which is termed incast. The paper by Wang et al.
(2014a, b) entitled “IDTCP:AnEffectiveApproach tomitigating
the TCP Incast Problem in Data Center Networks” analyses the
TCP incast problem in data centers by focusing on the relation-
ship between the TCP throughput and the congestion control
window size of TCP. The rationality of the analysis is verified by
simulations which provide significant implications to the TCP
incast problem. Based on these implications, an effective ap-
proach, termed as Incast Decrease TCP, is proposed to mitigate
the TCP incast problem. Analysis and simulation results verify
that the proposed approach effectively mitigates the TCP incast
problem and noticeably improves the TCP throughput.

In regard to Peer-to-Peer architecture, in order to deal with
the scalability problem, i.e., continuous growth of participat-
ing peers, the paper by Teng et al. (2014) entitled “A Self-
Similar Super-Peer Overlay Construction Scheme for Super
Large-Scale P2PApplications” proposes a scalable hierarchical
unstructured P2P system in which a self-similar square network
graph is proposed to construct and maintain the super-peer
overlay topology adaptively. The proposed topology is a
constant-degree topology in which each node maintains a con-
stant number of neighbor nodes. In addition, a simple and
efficient message-forwarding algorithm is presented to ensure
each super-peer to receive just one flooding message. The
analytical results showed that the proposed SSNG-based over-
lay is more scalable and efficient than the perfect difference
graph-based overlay proposed in the literature.

3 Mobile cloud and services

Mobile applications and services relying on mobility predic-
tion have recently spurred lots of interest. Predicting mobile
phone users’ locations in next few hours is essential for a wide
range of mobile applications, including location-based ser-
vice, mobile access control, mobile multimedia QoS provi-
sion, as well as resource management for mobile computation
and storage. The paper by Xiong et al. (2014) entitled
“MPaaS: Mobility Prediction as a Service in Telecom Cloud”
proposes mobility prediction based on cellular traces as an
infrastructural level service of telecom cloud. The proposed
Mobility Prediction as a Service (MPaaS) embeds mobility
mining and forecasting algorithms into a cloud-based user
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location-tracking framework. The authors take Mobility
aware Personalization and Predictive Resource Allocation as
key features to elaborate on howMPaaS drives new fashion of
mobile cloud applications. The preliminary study has ob-
served that the MPaaS system can enhance telecom cloud
with large-scale mobility prediction capacity.

On the other hand, the proliferation of ubiquitous Internet
access has enabled millions of Web users to perform various
activities of daily life, where many of these activities result in
the construction of large repositories of knowledge. Thus, this
knowledge represents a valuable source of information. To-
day, most of the current retrieval approaches are targeted only
to Web services, leaving out different other resource types.
The paper by Suarez-Meza et al. (2014) entitled “Fully Auto-
mated Resource Retrieval in Telecommunications and Internet
Converged Environments” proposes an innovative approach
for resource retrieval over Telecommunications and Internet
converged environments, which brings together traditional
NLP techniques with retrieval process based on lightweight
semantic approaches. The preliminary experiments show
promising results in contrast to traditional approaches.

Today, smart phones have become increasingly popular in our
daily life. They offer users more powerful processors, larger
memory, multi-network interfaces and a wide variety of operating
systems.With prosperity of applications on smart- phones, energy
saving for smart phones has drawn in- creasing attention. The
paper by Xia et al. (2014) entitled “Phone2Cloud: Exploiting
Computation Offloading for Energy Saving on Smartphones in
Mobile Cloud Computing” introduces Phone2Cloud, a compu-
tation offloading-based system for energy saving on smart phones
in the context of mobile cloud computing. The main idea of
Phone2Cloud is to offload computation of an application running
on smart phones to the cloud. The objective is to improve energy
efficiency of smart phones and at the same time, enhance the
application’s performance through reducing its execution time.
The authors implemented the prototype of Phone2Cloud on
Android and Hadoop environment. The experimental results
show that Phone2Cloud can effectively save energy for smart
phones and reduce the application’s execution time.

4 Security and QoS

There are now many applications deployed in a network envi-
ronment. They need to be secure when communication takes
place between users and servers. As a consequence, a strong
protocol guarantees that users and service providers are secure
against many kinds of attacks is of critical importance. Awell-
known authentication scheme is based on dynamic identity to
prevent transactions from being intercepted by malicious users.
The paper by Truong et al. (2014) entitled “Enhanced Dynamic
Authentication Scheme (EDAS)” proposes a novel authentica-
tion scheme to enhance security and overcome limitations of

existing approaches. Security analysis shows that the proposed
method can efficiently resist known types of attacks. Experi-
mental results also show that the method can be implemented
and processed in real-time thus applicable for not only regular
computers, but also mobile devices.

The emergence of cloud data centres enhances the capability
of online data storage. Since massive data is stored in
datacentres, it is necessary to effectively locate and access
interest data in such a distributed system. However, traditional
search techniques only allow users to search images over exact-
match keywords through a centralized index. The paper by Liao
et al. (2014) entitled “A Scalable Approach for Content Based
Image Retrieval in Cloud Datacenter” proposes a scalable
image retrieval framework which can efficiently support con-
tent similarity search and semantic search in the distributed
environment. Its key idea is to integrate image feature vectors
into distributed hash tables (DHTs) by exploiting the property
of locality sensitive hashing (LSH). Thus, images with similar
content are most likely gathered into the same node without the
knowledge of any global information. This paper shows that the
proposed approach yields high recall rate with good load bal-
ance and only requires a few number of hops.

In addition to security issues, QoS are considered as key
issue on building service-oriented architecture systems. The
rising development of service-oriented architecture makes
more and more alternative Web services offered with equiva-
lent or similar functions. Therefore, how to select a feasible
service to meet the demands of different users has become a
popular research area. The paper by Wang et al. (2014a, b)
entitled “Web Service Selection Based on Multi-QoS Predic-
tion” proposes a new framework for multi-user Web services
selection. This framework predicts missing multi-QoS values
according to the historical QoS experience from different users,
and then selects the global optimal solution for multi-user by
the proposed fast match approach. Comprehensive empirical
studies demonstrate the utility of the proposed method.

5 Conclusions

All of the above papers address either original research in cloud or
communication services or propose novel application models in
the various mobile, ubiquitous and security fields. They also
trigger further related research and technology improvements in
application of cloud computing and communication services.
This special issue serves as a landmark source for education,
information, and reference to professors, researchers and graduate
students interested in updating their knowledge about or active in
cloud/services computing, resource provisioning and manage-
ment, and novel application models for merging cloud and com-
munication services and systems.

This special issue of Information Systems Frontiers
covers different aspects of the problem; both from the
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theoretical and practical side. After a large open call we
received 54 submissions, ten research papers were se-
lected by an international editorial review committee.
Each paper was reviewed by at least three reviewers.
An acceptance rate of 18.5 % has resulted from the
selection.

The guest editors would like to express sincere grat-
itude to Dr. Ram Ramesh (EiC, ISF), for giving the
opportunity to prepare this special issue. In addition,
we are deeply indebted to numerous reviewers for their
professional effort, insight and hard work to put togeth-
er these selected articles. Last but not least, we are
grateful to all authors for their contributions and for
undertaking two-cycle revisions of their manuscripts,
without which this special issue could not have been
produced. We hope that this special issue will be a
good addition to the area of next generation Cloud
and Communication Services.
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